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Peavey’s® MiniMEGA™ Bass Amplifier Now Available 

January 20, 2016 - Peavey Electronics® announces the immediate availability of the new MiniMEGA™ 1000 
Watt bass amplifier head. Delivering classic Peavey tone, the MiniMEGA produces a full and rich sound in a 
compact package that weighs in at only 9 lbs. Using technology not found in other bass amps, the 
MiniMEGA represents a new level of compact bass amplifier performance. 
 
Peavey’s proprietary KOSMOS® enhancement provides increased bass impact, while the exclusive 
psychoacoustic low-end enhancement adds bass without overburdening speakers. The MiniMEGA contains 
additional modern features such as a built-in compression with defeat switch, a 4-band EQ with Punch and 
Bright switches, and semi-parametric mid controls with narrow Q controls. 
 
The back panel of the MiniMEGA has all the connectivity necessary to patch in effects or connect to a 
sound reinforcement system. Complete with an effects loop, gain control, crunch button, tuner output, 
master volume, mute control and more, the MiniMEGA delivers the high level features that today’s 
professional bass player demands. With 1,000 watts continuous into 4 ohms, the head features a 1/8” 
headphone output, two twist-lock combo 1/4" outputs, DI output with XLR, and DI pre-post switch. Also 
included is a MIDI footswitch input, DDT™ limiter, ground lift, and Pad controls. Complete with user-
definable control surface color lighting, the MiniMEGA comes with a carrying bag. 
 
For more information, visit www.peavey.com. 
 

At NAMM, visit Peavey at Booth 201AB, Level 2 

 

About Peavey Electronics® 

Founded in 1965, Peavey® is one of the world's largest manufacturers and suppliers of musical instruments 
and professional sound equipment. Peavey has earned more than 180 patents and distributes to more than 
130 countries. Peavey and its MediaMatrix®, Architectural Acoustics®, Crest Audio®, Composite Acoustics®, 
and Trace Elliot® brands and affiliates can be found on concert stages and in airports, stadiums, theme 
parks, and other venues around the world. 

To request review models, please contact Josh Vittek: josh.vittek@peavey.com (760) 505-5674 
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